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BEST SELLER! It can help adults and children talk about sexual abuse jointly in ways which minimizes
embarrassment and dread, but emphasizes self-safety and open conversation. is designed for make use of
by parents, caregivers, counselors, social service personnel and protecting investigators and may be read to
kids to help enable discussions on the subject of safe touching. It is a storybook to greatly help children, of
different races and ethnic backgrounds learn about safeguarding their bodies, self-respect and how exactly
to assertively say “No” and “Don’t touch me!” to anyone who touches them inappropriately. Each subject
includes a keyword, simple description, open-ended question in addition to a fun “Can you place it? Children
learn that it’s Alright to tell and discuss their feelings, and that sexual abuse is by no means their fault
hoping that they can continue to heal. My Personal Parts are Personal! The publication also introduces this
issue of sexual misuse and ways to keep one’s body private. Although delicate, My Personal Parts are
Personal! uses vivid and imaginative illustrations to build rapport and encourage adults and children to laugh,
giggle and talk about. It includes open-ended questions pursuing each lesson to motivate children to start
and explore their thoughts and feelings about secure touching, personal choices so when to seek others for
help.” workout to keep children involved and help refocus them if indeed they become distracted, anxious or

stressed because of the topic being discussed.
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Great source for parents and professionals My private parts are private is normally a essential book for
parents and experts who use families. Mr. Edelman's simple, yet clear message makes it easy to talk about a
subject that often times sometimes appears as taboo or uncomfortable. The illustrations improve the
message, and travel the points home. This book offers an interactive and fun way to go over safe touching
with children This book provides an interactive and fun way to go over safe touching with children. 5 year
outdated (no small task). Perfect book for young kids Good for younger children. The illustrations in the
book are ideal for my 4and5 yr old. reserve to be useful when teaching elementary learners about good
touch and bad touch I came across this book to end up being helpful when teaching elementary students
about good contact and bad contact. It wasn't the very best book on the subject, but it was useful in
helping tackle a difficult subject. The kids love the "spot it" interactive part and it keeps them . Like the
interaction I think it's a good way to keep children engaged in the story Cute and kept my children
engaged. Every page has a "spot it" section where they talk to the kids to find little objects within the
picture - despite not relating to anything in the book, I think it's a good way to keep kids engaged in the
story. .. Informative. As a mental doctor I take advantage of this book with several children I see..I
browse it with my 7 year aged, easy to comprehend, and we enjoy it a lot. It really addresses the need for
inappropriate behavior in ways a kid can understand. I am certain we will examine it many times! Creative

and colourful illustrations and actions help keep children's curiosity in learning about self protection, safe
touches, and to help encourage children to openly communicate about misuse.! Five Stars Highly
recommended. Five Stars This book was perfect! Helpful and possible for children to understand Helpful and
possible for children to comprehend.! The book kept the concentrate of my 4 & Great for preventative
education, as well as an assessment for children who may have experienced abuse during the past. Love the
interaction Very cute.. Perfect for everyone!. The youngsters love the "spot it" interactive part and it
keeps them engaged! Would recommend it. The only reason I offered it four stars is because somebody had
the bright idea to ship it in a bubble envelope along with my printer ink cartridge and it got very bent up
and out of form... Terrible situation, ok book I thought this book was ok.
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